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A new bivariant statistics, namely the weighted distance test, for comparing two groups 
were introduced. The test aims at providing reliable type I error control and reasonable 
statistical power across different types of skewed data. It corrects the skewness of the data by 
applying power transformation with power index ranged between 0 to 1. I also proposed in 
this thesis a possible way of deciding the power index by considering the skewness difference
between the two groups under comparison. 
I reviewed 4 commonly used inferential statistics for two-group comparison and 
compared their performances with the weighted distance test under 1) normal distribution, 2) 
skewed distribution with equal skewness across groups, and 3) skewed distribution with 
unequal skewness across groups. Monte Carlo simulations were ran to evaluate the 5 tests. 
Results showed that the weighted distance test was not the best test in any particular situation,
but was the most stable test in the sense that 1) it provided accurate type I error control and 2)
it did not produce catastrophically small power in any scenario. All other 4 tests failed in 
some of the simulated scenario for either inflated type I error, or unsatisfactory power. 
Therefore, I suggested that the weighted distance test could be one easy-to-use test that works
fairly well across a wide range of situation.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
In Psychology studies, researchers often utilize a two-group design, e.g. experimental 
group versus control group. We measure certain properties of the two groups and quantify 
them into numerical values. To compare the magnitude of the two sets of values, we select 
descriptive statistics, such as mean and median, to represent their central tendencies and 
perform inferential statistics to draw conclusions on the comparisons. Parametric mean 
difference test such as t-test is probably the most commonly adopted inferential tests for two-
group comparison. These tests take on distributional assumptions such as normality and 
homogeneous of variance despite the fact that these assumptions are frequently violated in 
practice. Besides, mean is sensitive to extreme value and may not reflect the location of 
majority of the data in skewed distribution. Two major classes of solutions have been 
proposed to tackle the problem of skewed data. First class involves applying adjustment 
towards the data to transform the data to be more symmetric, such as trimming (Wilcox & 
Keselman, 2003) and Box-Cox transformation (Box & Cox, 1964). Second class uses 
statistics that are less sensitive to outlier such as median and rank. When doing inferences, 
this class of methods often showed satisfactory strength in a very specific set of scenarios, but
serious weakness in other situations. For example, Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test is every 
robust towards skewness, but it displayed type I error inflation under heterogeneous variance 
(Keselman, Wilcox, Othman, & Fradette, 2002). Therefore, it is a complicated decision for 
users to choose among which statistics to use across different data patterns. In this thesis, I 
propose a new statistics that tune automatically between mean and rank by a tuning 
parameter. The new statistics should demonstrate stable performance across different 
situations and avoid catastrophic breakdown in most commonly encountered data patterns. I 
will start by reviewing some common methods in comparing central tendency between two 
groups as well as their weakness in skewed data. Then, I will introduce the configuration and 
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estimation of the new statistics. Finally, I will evaluate the usefulness of the new statistics by 
Monte Carlo simulation.
Common methods in comparing central tendency
T-test
T-test is the most commonly used inferential statistic to compare group difference in 
psychology. The parametric t-test assumes normal distribution and equal variance between 
two groups and leads to inflated type I error under heterogenic variance. Welch’s t-test was 
proposed to correct for this problem and maintain an α-level type I error (Welch, 1947). 
However, Welch’s t-test does not address the problem with skewed data. Alternative 
formulations based on the t-test have been proposed to correct for skewness by adjusting the 
t-value (Balkin & Mallows, 2001; Xu, Cui, & Gupta, 2009) or the confidence interval 
(Baklizi & Kibria, 2009). They have been shown to maintain reasonable type I error and 
statistical power with skewed data. 
Mean is a poor representation of central tendency under extreme asymmetric population,
so it is inadequate to compare mean, no matter how precise the estimation is on the mean 
difference. In particular, mean difference tests might give us accurate conclusion on the null 
hypothesis “that means of the two groups are equal”, but mean difference in this case might 
not address our research question adequately – whether the location of two groups are 
different. For example, suppose we sampled independently variable X from a normal 
distribution with N(3,1) and variable Y from log-normal distribution with LN(0,1.5), the 
mean of X is smaller than mean of Y ( μx=3<μ y=3.08 ) while probability of X smaller 
than Y, i.e. P(X<Y), is only .25, so majority of data from X is larger than that of Y. Therefore,
the mean difference provided opposite conclusion towards the comparison of location for 
majority of the data.
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Median and rank
A natural solution is to use statistics that are less sensitive to extreme value such as 
median and rank (Siegel & Castellan, 1988). Due to the difficulty in modeling their 
distribution, median and rank comparison are often conducted by nonparametric tests. 
Nevertheless, many nonparametric tests, such as Robust Rank test (Fligner & Policello, 1981)
and Mood’s median test (Mood, 1950), lack satisfactory statistical power. In contrast, the 
Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test (Mann & Whitney, 1947; Wilcoxon, 1945) has been shown to 
be very powerful, but it takes on assumptions that could not be held when the distributions of 
the two groups are not identical under the null hypothesis. We can observe in the upcoming 
simulation that the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test became very unstable under heterogenic 
variance. 
Trimming
Trimming tackle the problem of extreme value by chopping them off from the data. 
Commonly used trimmed mean involves cutting off α percent of data from each tail and take 
the average of the remaining data, resulting in α% trimmed mean. Some suggested trimming 
only outliers and defined outlier using the standardized distance from the mean. This method 
is known as the modified one-step m-estimator (MOM test, Wilcox, et. al., 2003). Median 
and rank discard all the information from the scale interval, i.e. the distance between each 
datum, and concern only the order of them. In contrast, trimmed mean is less sensitive to 
outlier compared with mean and at the same time preserve data interval information (Reed & 
Stark, 1996; Yahaya, Othman & Keselman, 2006). Trimmed mean can be considered using 
the trimming percentage to tune between mean (0% trimmed) and median (trimmed to remain
1 or 2 data). One immediate consequence of using trimmed mean is that we have loss in 
sample size. This could be problematic when our sample size is already small. 
. Using another perspective, trimmed mean provides zero weight to the trimmed data 
and a hundred percentage weights to the retained data. In most cases, we have no theoretical 
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reason to believe that the trimmed data is qualitatively different from the retained data. In 
particular, suppose if we delete 10 data from the negative tail, we have no clear justification 
for trusting the 11th datum (100% weight) but not the 10th datum (0% weight). Clearly, the 
decision is based entirely on practical convenience.
Power transformation
Power transformation is a family of transformation by applying power function on the 
data. The Box-Cox transformation introduced a method to select power automatically so that 
the data is closest to a normal distribution (Box, et. al., 1964; Tukey, 1957). The original 
design of Box-Cox transformation can transform only positive data. Various methods have 
been proposed to generalize the function to entire range of real number. For example, Box-
Cox (Box, et. al., 1964) suggested adding a shift parameter to relocate the data so that all data
are positive. This involves estimating one additional parameter and introduces unnecessary 
error (Yeo & Johnson, 2000). Some alternative formulations have been proposed to modify 
the Box-Cox transformation so that it can cover all real number without estimating new 
parameter (Bickel & Doksum, 1981; John & Draper, 1980; Manly, 1976; for review, see 
Sakia, 1992). They have been shown to provide satisfactory power and Type I error control in
simulation studies (Gonçalves & Meddahi, 2006; Oliver & Norberg, 2010).
In this thesis, I introduce a new statistics based on power transformation. It tunes 
automatically between rank comparison and mean comparison by a tuning parameter. The 
new statistic aims at providing conclusion that would not deviate seriously from robust 
estimator like median, and at the same time retains the interval information of the data as 
much as possible. In terms of performance in inferential statistics, the new statistics should 
provide accurate type I error control and satisfactory power across different type of skewed 
data. In the next session, I will define the new statistics, followed by an estimation method in 
finite sample.
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CHAPTER TWO: WEIGHTED DISTANCE STATISTIC
Definition
The new statistics is derived from the concept of modified Box-Cox transformation 
(Bickel, et. al., 1981). Define distance between two variables X and Y, d(X,Y), be the 
difference between them, i.e. d(X,Y) = X - Y. Define the weighted distance, dλ(X,Y), as 




, where λ∈ [0,1] .
Expected value of the weighted distance, E[dλ(X,Y)], is a comparison of central 
tendency after the bivariant power transformation. Note that if the two distributions are 
identical, the weighted distance transformation should be zero no matter what value we 
choose for λ. Therefore, zero can be considered a critical value representing equality between
two distributions. The weighted distance is also a generalized case of mean difference as 
E[d1(X,Y)] is equivalent to mean difference.
Statistical properties
There are special interpretations for the expected values of weighted distance at the two 
bounds of λ, i.e. 0 and 1. In particular, E[d0(X,Y)] equals to 2P(X>Y)-1 and E[d1(X,Y)] is 
equivalent to E(X)-E(Y). Therefore, when λ=0, E[d0(X,Y)] can be interpreted as rank 
comparison between X and Y; when λ=1, E[d1(X,Y)] resembles the mean comparison. 
Lambda, λ, can be considered a tuning parameter between rank comparison and mean 
difference in two senses. First, by varying λ, E[dλ(X,Y)] always bounds between E[d0(X,Y)] 
and E[d1(X,Y)] and monotonically increases or decreases between the two bounds depending 
on which bound is larger. If E[d0(X,Y)] > E[d1(X,Y)], E[dλ(X,Y)] decreases monotonically 
from E[d0(X,Y)] to E[d1(X,Y)], and vice versa for E[d0(X,Y)] < E[d1(X,Y)]. Second, the 
parameter λ weights the importance of scale interval of X and Y. When λ=1, the interval is 
retained perfectly; when λ=0, the interval is discarded and we consider only the rank, i.e. 
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d0(X,Y)=1 when X>Y and d0(X,Y)=-1 when X<Y no matter how far away X and Y are. 
Figure 1 plotted weighted distance dλ(X,Y) for different λ against unweight distance d1(X,Y). 
We can see from the figure that with λ decrease from 1 to 0 (from right bottom corner to left 
top corner), the variation of the magnitude of the distance is getting smaller and smaller and 
converge to 1 or -1 depending on the sign of the distance. Eventually, only the sign of the 
distance is retained when λ approached 0. In this sense, the weighted distance is weighting 
the scale interval of the data from zero weight (λ=0) to perfect weight (λ=1).
Figure 1. Weighted distance plot against raw data across different value of lambda λ. 
It can be proved that expected value of weighted distance exists for any value of λ as 
long as the expected values of X and Y exist. In most practical situation with finite sample, 
expected value of X and Y exists for mean comparison, so we can use the expected weighted 
distance to tune between a rank comparison and mean comparison without the risk of 
undefined expected value. To implement the weighted distance statistics, we need to define a 
way to specify λ. In the next session, I will introduce one possibility of defining λ. 
Throughout this thesis, I will use this specification as an example to demonstrate the strength 
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and weakness of the weighted distance test.
Specification of Lambda λ
Suppose we want to deal specifically with skewed data. In bivariant case, mean 
difference can still adequately compare the two groups as long as the two groups share the 
same degree of skewness. As discussed in the introduction, when the skewnesses of the two 
groups differ, mean comparison could give us very misleading conclusion. Therefore, we 
should incline more to the rank comparison when the skewnesses of the two distributions 
differ. To address this purpose, define 
¿




skew (x )= mean ( x )−median(x)
standard deviation(x )
 Since skew(x) varies between 1 and -1 (Hotelling & Solemons, 1932), it is easy to 
check that λ would range between 0 and 1. Lambda equals to 1 when the skewness of the two
groups are the same; lambda equals to 0 when difference of the skewness of the two group 
approaches maximum. I choose the Pearson skewness (Pearson, 1985) rather than the 
moment based skewness in the specification because 1) the difference between mean and 
median provides a more straight forward linkage to our current purpose in measuring central 
tendency and 2) pilot simulation showed that this specification provided better performance 
in inferential statistics than the moment based skewness did. 
Estimation and inference
Suppose we sample n and m data from two independent variables X and Y respectively. 
The weighted distance of X and Y can be estimated unbiasedly by averaging all permutation 







dλ (xi , y j)
nm
. To compare the central 
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tendency of the two groups, the null hypothesis would be that the expected weighted distance 
between X and Y is zero, i.e. E [dλ (X ,Y )]=0 . The confidence interval of this estimator 
can be calculated by bootstrapping. Here I propose using the double bootstrapping method 
enumerated by (Zoubir & Boashash, 1998) with 25x99 bootstrap samples. Following is a 
brief outline on conducting the inference to compare the central tendency of the two groups X
and Y using weighted distance test.







d λ(x i , y j)
nm
2. Calculate the absolute standardized weighted distance, ¿T (d´ λ)∨¿ , by the following 
procedures
A. Resample independently with replacement from X and Y to create 25 pairs 
bootstrap samples.
B. Calculate the weighted distance for each pair of bootstrap sample, resulting 25 
bootstrap weighted distance average, ´d λ1 , ´d λ2 ,…, ´dλ 25
C. Calculate the standard deviation of the 25 bootstrap weighted distance, SD( d λk¿
D. Calculated the absolute standardized weighted distance, ¿T (d´ λ)∨¿ , for d´ λ  by
the following formula
|T ( d´λ)|= |
d´λ|
SD(dλk )
3. Create the practical distribution of |T (d´λ)|  when the null hypothesis is true by the 
following procedure
A. Resample independently with replacement from X and Y to create 99 pairs 
bootstrap samples.
B. For each bootstrap samples in 3A, repeat step 2 except that the formula in 2D will 
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be replaced by the following formula
|T ( d´λk )|=|
d´λk−d´λ|
SD (dλ)
, where d´ λk  is the weighted distance average of kth list from that 99 lists, d´ λ  
is the weighted distance obtained in step 1 and SD(dλ)  is the SD of all 99x25 
weighted distance. This will result in 99 absolute standardized weighted distances. 
Note that the SD used in this formula is calculated from all 99x25 weighted 
distance, meaning that every absolute standardized weighted distance would use the
same SD in its formula. 
C. Sort the 99 absolute standardized weighted distances in 3B. These 99 values 
constitute the practical distribution of |T ( d´λ)|  obtained in step 2. 
4. The 95th value of the practical distribution obtained in step 3C would be the cutoff value. 
If the absolute standardized weighted distance resulted from step 2 is larger than the 




Monte Carlo simulations were conducted to evaluate the performance of weighted 
distance test (WDT) in two-group comparison. Four commonly used inferential statistics 
were included for reference, including the Welch t-test (WT), 20% trimmed mean t-test (TT), 
Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test (MWW), modified one-step m-estimator (MOM). For each 
round of simulation, two groups were sampled randomly from two predefined distributions. 
The weighted distance test and four comparison tests were conducted to compare the two 
samples. The process was repeated for 10000 times and the percentages of two tailed 
significant results were recorded for each test. 
By varying the central tendency of the two predefined distribution, I evaluate the Type I 
error and power of the tests. Type I error was defined by the percentage of significant results 
when the two predefined distributions do not differ in the corresponding central tendency 
measurement, e.g. mean or median. For example, if t-test produced 660 significant results out
of 10000 tests by sampling from two normally distributed variables with mean equals to zero,
then the type I error of t-test would be recorded as 6.5%. Since different central tendency 
measurement might not agree with each other in comparison, a set of distributions could be a 
type I error situation for a certain test but not for other test. For example, N(1,1) share the 
same mean with Exp(1), but they do not share the same median, so it is a type I error 
condition for mean comparison test, e.g. t-test, but not median comparison test, e.g. Mann-
Whitney-Wilcoxon test. Similarly, power was defined by the percentage of significant results 
when the two predefined distributions differ in the corresponding central tendency 
measurement. 
Three sets of simulations were designed to compare different tests under 1) normal 
distribution with different variance and sample size, 2) skewed distribution with equal 
skewness across groups, and 3) skewed distribution with unequal skewness across groups. In 
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evaluating the type I error of the tests, I used the criteria suggested by Bradley (1978) that the
type I error should be controlled between .025 to .075 for alpha level set at .05. In other word,
if any of the tests fail to control Type I error within this range in any particular situation, the 
test should be considered non-robust. In evaluating the power of the tests, as the main 
purpose of the current studies is to compare the relative power between tests, I focused on the
ratio between their power rather than the absolute value of the power. There were no clear 
cutoff for satisfactory power in this study; rather, I illustrated the power ranking between the 
tests by looking at their power ratio and see which of the tests could provide consistent power
across different situations. In judging the goodness of the test, type I error should be 
considered as a pre-requisite, i.e. a test should has its type I error restricted within .025 to .
075 in all case, in order to be qualified as a trustable test. Being powerful is only meaningful 
if the test is trustable. Therefore, in all the simulation, I will start by analyzing the type I error
of the tests to check for their validity using the .025 to .075 boundary. Power analysis would 
be done only if the particular test passed the validity check.
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Study 1
Study 1 aimed at checking the performance of weighted distance test under normal 
distribution. It is expected to perform worse than the t-test as normal distribution is the best 
scenario for t-test. However, to be a recommendable test, the weighted distance test should 
perform not too much worse than parametric tests. To generalize the simulation result to a 
broader set of situations, I also varied systematically the SD ratio (1:1, 1:2, 1:4) and sample 
size (10, 20, 40) of the two distributions. In assessing the power of the tests, I shift one of the 
two distributions by a constant such that the effect size was 0.5.
Figure 1a summarized the Type I error of the tests. The figure was divided into five 
sessions according to different SD ratio. Each session illustrated the change of type I error 
across of a particular SD ratio with different sample sizes. Using the range 0.025 to 0.075 as 
acceptable boundary, the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon (MWW) test exceeded the range under 
heterogenic variance and unequal sample size. All other tests were bounded within the 
acceptable range. Not surprisingly, the parametric Welch t-test showed very accurate control 
in type I error under normal distribution. Weighted distance test (WDT) also provided 
acceptable type I error control. The 20% trimmed mean demonstrated type I error inflation 
under unequal variance, probably because the tests did not incorporate unequal variance 
estimation. Compared with the 20% trimmed mean, the median based trimming strategy 
proposed in MOM tended to be conservative in avoiding false alarm. 
Only tests that fall within acceptable range (WDT, WT, TT, MOM) in Type I error 
control were evaluated in power analysis. The Welch t-test performed with highest power 
among the four tests. Using the Welch t-test as a baseline, figure 1b summarized the power 
ratio between 3 other tests and t-test. As expected, the parametric 20% trimmed mean test 
(TT) performed closest to the Welch t-test. Weighted distance test (WDT) outperformed 
MOM test in most situation except the case with both extreme unequal variance and unequal 
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sample size. 
Figure 1a. Upper figure depict the type I error of the 5 tests (WDT: weighted distance test, 
WT: Welch’s t-test, TT: 20% trimmed t-test, MWW: Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test, MOM: 
modified one step m-estimator) in normal distributions with different sample sizes (N) and 
standard deviations (SD). The lower figure had MWW curve removed to provide clearly 
visual presentation.
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Figure 1b. Power ratio of the 4 tests (WDT: weighted distance test, WT: Welch’s t-test, TT: 
20% trimmed t-test, MOM: modified one step m-estimator) in normal distributions with 
different sample sizes (N) and standard deviations (SD). 
Study 1 showed that under normal distribution, Welch t-test and 20% trimmed mean test 
were the most promising test to use. The weighted distance test and the MOM test 
demonstrated slightly less power (>80% power of t-test) but reasonable Type I error. The 
nonparametric Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test was very unstable when the variance with 
unequal variance, it is thus not recommendable to be used under this situation.
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Study 2
Study 2 compared the performance the 6 tests under skewed data with equal skewness 
across groups. Like study 1, identical distributions were used in assessing Type I error and 
shift constants were added to one of the two distributions to create 0.5 effect size to evaluate 
power of the tests. Skewed normal distribution with different skew parameter, SN(0,1,0), 
SN(0,1,2), SN(0,1,10), and log-normal distribution, LN(0,1), were used to simulate the 
skewed data. Sample size was also varied systematically (10, 20, 40) in the simulation.
Figure 2a showed the Type I error control of the 5 tests. The nonparametric Mann-
Whitney-Wilcoxon (MWW) and the weighted distance tests (WDT) provided accurate type I 
error control in all cases. The Welch t-test and 20% trimmed t-test demonstrated type I error 
inflation when the skewness increases to SN(0,1,10) coupled with large sample size 
difference, and the situation get worsen and exceeded .075 cutoff when the skewness 
increases to LN(0,1). In contrast, the median based trimming MOM test was consistently 
overly conservative.
Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test showed power advantage over other tests in skewed data. 
The advantage became stronger when the skewness increases. Figure 2b displayed the power 
ratio of the tests using MWW test as baseline. Welch’s t-test and 20% trimmed mean were not
analyzed here as they have type I error exceeded acceptable range. The performance of 
weighted distance test and the MOM test were very similar. When the skewness is small, the 
weighted distance test performed consistently better than MOM test; on the other hand, 
MOM test outperformed when the skewness was large, i.e. LN(0,1). 
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Figure 2a. Type I error of the 5 tests (WDT: weighted distance test, WT: Welch’s t-test, TT: 
20% trimmed t-test, MWW: Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test, MOM: modified one step m-
estimator) in skewed distributions (Dist.) with different sample sizes (N) and standard 
deviations (SD). 
Figure 2b. Power ratio of the 3 tests (WDT: weighted distance test, MOM: modified one step 
m-estimator) in skewed distributions (Dist.) with different sample sizes (N) and standard 
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deviations (SD). 
Study 2 simulated the skewed data with identical distribution across groups. This should 
be the situation most favorable to the nonparametric MWW test. As predicted, Mann-
Whitney-Wilcoxon test was clearly the best among all tests in this case. Weighted distance 
test should provide something close to the t-test in this case. The parametric t-test and 20% 
trimmed mean were not recommendable as they have type I error exceeded the acceptable 
range. The result showed that, on average, the weighted distance test has much better type I 
error control compared with t-test. For the purpose of simplicity, I did not introduce 
heterogenic variance in this set of simulation. From the observation in study 1, I would 
expect MWW test to perform much worse when heterogenic variance is introduced.
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Study 3
Study 3 compared the performance the 5 tests under skewed data with unequal 
skewness across groups. Unlike previous simulation, different distributions were used for the 
two groups. Since the skewness of the two groups were not equal, it is not possible to define 
situation that fit both the null hypothesis of mean difference test, median test, as well as the 
weighted distance test. Therefore, Type I error was not investigated in this study. Instead, I 
focused on the situation where all mean, median and weighted distance should agree on the 
same conclusion. It can be done by shifting one of the distributions positive or negative 
enough to ensure comparison of any of the three measures point to the same direction. In 
evaluating the effect of skewness difference, degree of skewness was represented by skewed 
normal distribution with skewness parameter 0, 2 and 10 for no skewness, small skewness 
and medium skewness respectively. Log-normal distribution with parameter LN(0,1) was also
included to represent large skewness. Negative skewnesses were introduced by multiplying 
the aforementioned distributions by -1. The 7 distributions specified were coupled 
systematically and formed 24 sets of combinations. The entire list of combination can be 
found in appendix II.
Figure 3 showed the power ratio of the 5 tests using MWW test as baseline. For sake of 
better presentation, the distribution was indicated by a number that rank the skewness of the 
distribution. The sign indicates the direction of the skewness and the number indicates the 
rank of the skewness. More extreme skewnesses were indicated by a larger number.
No one single test was universally superior. Overall speaking, the Welch t-test 
performed better than MWW test. The weighted distance test demonstrated similar pattern 
with Welch t-test, but with consistently smaller power. The 20% trimmed mean were clearly 
inferior compared with MWW, Welch’s t-test and weighted distance test. The MOM was the 
least satisfactory and showed very low power when the skewness difference was very high. 
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Figure 3. Power ratio of the 5 tests (WDT: weighted distance test, WT: Welch’s t-test, TT: 
20% trimmed t-test, MWW: Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test, MOM: modified one step m-
estimator) in skewed distributions (Distx and Disty). Distributions were represented by a 
number indicating the sign and degree of skewness, with larger number indicate more 
extreme skewness.
To further investigate the scenario with unequal skewness, I also ran a short simulation 
using the example in introduction, i.e. x~N(3,1) compared with y~LN(0,1.5). In this case, the 
median based test and mean based test should give us contradictory result. The mean of 
N(3,1) is slightly smaller than LN(0,1.5), while probability of x smaller than y is only .25. 
Therefore, mean comparison tests (WT, TT should conclude a negative result as mean of x is 
smaller than mean of y, while rank comparison test (MWW) should conclude a positive result
as P(X>Y)>.5. By evaluating the weighted distance statistics, we can see that the WDT 
should conclude a positive result (x larger than y). The results were displayed in table 3c. In 
this case, I separate the significant result from each tail, i.e. significant positive and negative 
differences were separated into different columns. The trimmed mean and MOM provided the
highest “power”, but with contradictory conclusion to the fact that mean of x is smaller than 
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that of y. Similar situation also occurred in Welch t-test. This could be very misleading as it 
leads the user to draw the wrong conclusion on distribution parameter. The nonparametric 
MWW test provided inconsistent result across different combination of sample size. It is 
unclear why the direction reversed simply by changing the sample size of the two groups, but
it is obviously not a good property as an inferential statistics. The weighted distance test was 
the only test that can provide consistent conclusion on right direction across the 5 situations.
Table 3c. Power of tests comparing N(3,1) and LN(0,1.5). Significant result with “positive 
difference” were marked as “+” and that with “negative difference” were marked as “-“. Test 
results that matched with hypothetical conclusion were bolded. 
nx ny
WDT WT TT MWW MOM
+ - + - + - + - + -
10 10 .222 .000 .246 .000 .530 .000 .471 .000 .444 .000
10 20 .249 .000 .184 .000 .642 .000 .597 .000 .691 .000
10 40 .338 .000 .145 .001 .761 .000 .752 .000 .900 .000
20 10 .230 .000 .262 .000 .560 .000 .000 .589 .475 .000
40 10 .245 .000 .282 .000 .563 .000 .000 .659 .482 .000
In this study, we showed when the skewness of the two groups differ, the t-test, MWW 
test and weighted distance test provided comparable power when mean and median 
comparison agree with each other. However, when mean and median suggest conflicting 
conclusions, the mean comparison showed the risk of suggesting misleading conclusion while
the median comparison test provided inconsistent result across different combination of 
sample size. Weighted distance test was the only test that can provide conclusion aligning 




The purpose of this thesis is to propose a new bivariant statistics, namely the weighted 
distance test, as a tool to compare central tendency between two independent groups with 
reasonable stability across different types of skewed data. The statistics adjusts for the 
asymmetry by taking power transformation with power ranging between 0 and 1. I suggest 
the power index, labeled as Lambda, carry interpretable meaning on the scale interval. It acts 
as a tuning parameter between a mean comparison and rank comparison. 
I also proposed a specification of lambda in finite sample and evaluated the test by 
Monte Carlo simulation. From the 3 studies, I compared the weighted distance test with 4 
other commonly used statistics. I observed that every tests investigated have their strength 
weakness in some specific situations. T-test was excellent in normal data but has type I error 
inflation in skewed data. Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon performed very well in skewed data, but 
became very unstable when equal variance was not assumed. Due to the biasness introduced 
in the trimming process, the 20% trimmed t-test showed systematic type I error inflation in 
skewed data. Finally, the MOM test tended to be too conservative and was not powerful 
enough. 
The newly introduced weighted distance test was not the most superior test in any 
specific situation, but it demonstrated its usefulness in two senses. First, it has excellent 
control in type I error in all scenario investigated. This is important as our confidence on 
research evidence is largely established on the precise control in false alarm. Second, it was 
very stable across different scenarios. Although it did not outperform the “best test” in any 
specific situation, it maintained its performance in a reasonable level in all situations. As 
discussed, all other tests have their weakness and produced catastrophic performance in their 
weak link. The weighted distance test avoided this problem and maintained stable 
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performance. Therefore, even if one blindly employs the test without looking into the data, he
or she can still obtain a test result with solid control in false alarm and medium power.  
Limitation
The lambda specification used in this thesis exhibits several weaknesses. First, the 
Pearson skewness adopted standard deviation as standardizing parameter, thus introduced the 
problem of shadowing effect. It means that with the existence of outlier, the standard 
deviation of the data would become large, making the Pearson skewness small. In fact, 
lambda estimated by the current specification can hardly be smaller than .5. Whether or not it 
is a weakness is debatable, but it should be noted that the current specification inclined more 
to preserve the interval of the scale, or we can say that it inclined more to a mean difference 
test. 
Second, the specification has an asymptotic breakdown point of 0, meaning that by 
varying one data to arbitrarily large, the statistics would also become arbitrarily large. The 
statistics correct for outlier by adjusting the tuning parameter lambda, but when the outlier 
become ridiculously large, due to the shadowing effect, the statistics fail to rule out the 
unreliable data. It is arguable if we should discard the scale interval only because minorities 
of the data are unreliable. Therefore, the most sensible way of using the weighted distance 
test is first screen out ridiculous data before running the analysis. Sometimes, it is difficult to 
define outlier, i.e. the outlying situation is not very obvious. In this case, the tuning parameter
will take care for the skewness.
Third, the estimated lambda is a biased estimator. For example, it does not converge to 
the theoretical value of 1 even when the two distributions compared are in equal skewness. 
The specification should not be viewed as an estimator for a theoretical value of lambda, it 
should rather be viewed as a selection method for finding an appropriate lambda that would 
yield satisfactory inferential statistics result. This is similar to the selection method proposed 
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on choosing the percentage of data to be discarded in trimmed mean (Yusof, Abdullah, 
Yahaya, & Othman, 2011). Of course, when reporting the statistics, we should report also the 
lambda such that the reader would know how much we adjust on the data interval. 
Further development
Besides the specification of lambda provided in this thesis, there are many alternative 
way to define lambda depending on the needs of statistician. For example, to provide a more 
aggressive adjustment on skewness, we can take a cube root or even higher order root on the 
absolute skewness difference ( ¿skewness (x )−skewness ( y)∨¿ ) so that lambda approaches
zero more quickly. Besides, we should also investigate the possibility of defining skewness 
using third moment considering some favorable statistical properties such as c-ordering 
(Arnold & Groeneveld, 1995). A straight forward formulation would be taking exponential 
transformation on the absolute skewness difference to transform the range from [0, ∞ ) to 
[0,1). It would be interesting to compare the performance of different specifications in 
inferential statistics.
The weighted distance test is restricted to two-group comparison. However, we often 
need to compare more than two groups. An omnibus version of weighted distance test would 
be a useful generalization of the test. This would require further development of the test and 
is out of the scope of current thesis, but is certainly an interesting future direction.
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Appendix I: Proofs of theorems of weighted distance statistic
Theorem 1. Let X and Y be two independent continuous variables. 
E [d0 (X ,Y )]=2×P (X>Y )−1
Proof:












d0(X ,Y )×P (X∈ x ,Y ∈ y )dy+∫
y >x
❑





1× P (X∈ x ,Y ∈ y )dy+∫
y>x
❑





P (X∈ x ,Y ∈ y )dy−∫
y> x
❑




[P(Y <x )−P(Y >x)] dx  
¿P (X>Y )−P(Y >X )  
¿2× P (X>Y )−1 ∎  
Theorem 2. For all λ∈ [0,1 ] ,E [d λ (X ,Y ) ]  exists if E(X) and E(Y) exist.
Proof:
Use without proof the fact that E(|X|r)<∞=¿ E (X k)  exist for 0<k≤ r .
Lemma 2a. Put r = 1 and k = λ , so E (|X|)<∞=¿E (X λ)  exist for 0<λ≤1 .
Case 0<λ≤1
If E(X) and E(Y) exist, E(X-Y) also exists, so E (|X−Y|)<∞ .
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E(|d λ (X ,Y )|)=E ¿
, so E [dλ (X ,Y )]  exists
Case λ=0
Follow the proof of theorem 1, we have 





1× P (X∈ x ,Y ∈ y )dy+∫
y>x
❑







P(X∈ x ,Y∈ y)dy dx=1<∞ ,so E [d0 (X ,Y )]∃  
Therefore, for all λ∈ [0,1 ] ,E [d λ (X ,Y ) ]  exists if E(X) and E(Y) exist ∎
Theorem 3. 







dλ (xi , y j)
nm
 is an unbiased estimator of d λ(X ,Y )  given 
some real constant λ
Proof:






dλ (x i , y j )























nmE [dλ (X ,Y ) ]
nm
 
¿E [dλ (X ,Y )]∎  
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Appendix II: Table of numerical results of simulations
Tables in this session presented the numerical values of the results not listed in the main 
text. Across all table, I used the same abbreviations for the five tests, namely weighted 
distance test (WDT), Welch’s t-test (WT), Trimmed t-test (TT), Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test
(MWW) and modified one step m-estimator (MOM). The present the pattern more 
symmetrically, figures in the main text included some identical simulations. For example, 
compare normal distribution with SD ratio 1:4 is identical to the situation with SD ratio 4:1. 
For simplicity, tables in this appendix displayed only unique simulations. 
Table 1a. Type I error under normal distribution simulated with 10000 iterations. n and SD 
represent the sample size and SD of the two distributions, x and y, under comparison 
nx SD(x) ny SD(y) WDT WT TT MWW MOM
10 1 10 1 .037 .036 .054 .037 .031
10 1 20 1 .054 .043 .057 .042 .033
10 1 40 1 .060 .058 .080 .053 .046
10 2 10 1 .047 .046 .056 .045 .036
10 2 20 1 .051 .039 .052 .057 .034
10 2 40 1 .046 .043 .055 .092 .045
10 4 10 1 .049 .055 .063 .064 .043
10 4 20 1 .049 .057 .066 .117 .061
10 4 40 1 .050 .043 .063 .139 .041
10 1 20 2 .064 .061 .061 .034 .039
10 1 40 2 .062 .057 .068 .026 .051
10 1 20 4 .036 .050 .052 .029 .034
10 1 40 4 .027 .040 .053 .005 .034
Table 1b. Power under normal distribution simulated with 10000 iterations. n and SD 
represent the sample size and SD of the two distributions, x and y, under comparison. 
Population y was shifted positively by constants listed in column “shift”.
nx SD(x) ny SD(y) Shift WDT WT TT MWW MOM
10 1 10 1 .50 .167 .179 .157 .161 .122
10 1 20 1 .50 .217 .233 .215 .218 .171
10 1 40 1 .50 .236 .276 .253 .262 .207
10 2 10 1 .79 .160 .176 .170 .171 .142
10 2 20 1 .71 .132 .135 .151 .191 .126
10 2 40 1 .63 .134 .140 .131 .228 .117
10 4 10 1 1.46 .111 .165 .168 .197 .151
10 4 20 1 1.22 .105 .130 .143 .228 .133
10 4 40 1 1.00 .080 .103 .109 .223 .100
10 1 20 2 .87 .249 .304 .295 .221 .245
10 1 40 2 .92 .432 .509 .458 .285 .388
10 1 20 4 1.66 .252 .384 .354 .254 .323
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10 1 40 4 1.80 .436 .716 .650 .324 .598
Table 1c. Power ratio between t-test and other tests simulated with 10000 iterations. n and SD
represent the sample size and SD of the two distributions, x and y, under comparison. 
Population y was shifted positively by constants listed in column “shift”. 
nx SD(x) ny SD(y) WDT WT TT MWW MOM
10 1 10 1 .93 1.00 .88 .90 .68
10 1 20 1 .93 1.00 .92 .94 .73
10 1 40 1 .86 1.00 .92 .95 .75
10 2 10 1 .91 1.00 .97 .97 .81
10 2 20 1 .98 1.00 1.12 1.41 .93
10 2 40 1 .96 1.00 .94 1.63 .84
10 4 10 1 .67 1.00 1.02 1.19 .92
10 4 20 1 .81 1.00 1.10 1.75 1.02
10 4 40 1 .78 1.00 1.06 2.17 .97
10 1 20 2 .82 1.00 .97 .73 .81
10 1 40 2 .85 1.00 .90 .56 .76
10 1 20 4 .66 1.00 .92 .66 .84
10 1 40 4 .61 1.00 .91 .45 .84
Table 2a. Type I error under skewed distribution simulated with 10000 iterations. Same 
distribution was used for the two population, x and y, under comparison. n represent the 
sample size of the two distributions. 
Distribution nx ny WDT WT TT MWW MOM
SN(0,1,2) 10 10 .048 .064 .063 .054 .037
SN(0,1,2) 10 20 .051 .054 .071 .046 .043
SN(0,1,2) 10 40 .052 .052 .071 .040 .038
SN(0,1,10) 10 10 .041 .051 .045 .045 .034
SN(0,1,10) 10 20 .049 .050 .059 .039 .038
SN(0,1,10) 10 40 .058 .053 .082 .042 .043
LN(0,1) 10 10 .030 .027 .035 .045 .027
LN(0,1) 10 20 .035 .048 .064 .042 .037
LN(0,1) 10 40 .059 .082 .083 .040 .034
Table 2b. Power under skewed distribution simulated with 10000 iterations. Same 
distribution was used for the two population, x and y, under comparison. n represent the 
sample size of the two distributions. Population y was shifted positively by constants listed in
column “shift”.
Distribution nx ny Shift WDT WT TT MWW MOM
SN(0,1,2) 10 10 0.35 .159 .175 .170 .163 .124
SN(0,1,2) 10 20 0.35 .220 .238 .230 .225 .175
SN(0,1,2) 10 40 0.35 .229 .288 .259 .272 .190
SN(0,1,10) 10 10 0.30 .172 .200 .185 .201 .133
SN(0,1,10) 10 20 0.30 .222 .278 .248 .265 .160
SN(0,1,10) 10 40 0.30 .241 .323 .310 .333 .217
LN(0,1) 10 10 1.08 .322 .355 .485 .576 .418
LN(0,1) 10 20 1.08 .408 .456 .613 .687 .446
LN(0,1) 10 40 1.08 .461 .525 .623 .758 .451
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Table 2c. Power ratio between MWW test and other tests simulated with 10000 iterations. 
Same distribution was used for the two population, x and y, under comparison. n represent the
sample size of the two distributions. Population y was shifted positively by constants listed in
column “shift”. 
Distribution nx ny Shift WDT WT TT MWW MOM
SN(0,1,2) 10 10 0.25 .98 1.07 1.04 1.00 .76
SN(0,1,2) 10 20 0.25 .98 1.06 1.02 1.00 .78
SN(0,1,2) 10 40 0.25 .84 1.06 .95 1.00 .70
SN(0,1,10) 10 10 0.18 .86 1.00 .92 1.00 .66
SN(0,1,10) 10 20 0.18 .84 1.05 .94 1.00 .60
SN(0,1,10) 10 40 0.18 .72 .97 .93 1.00 .65
LN(0,1) 10 10 2.34 .56 .62 .84 1.00 .73
LN(0,1) 10 20 2.34 .59 .66 .89 1.00 .65
LN(0,1) 10 40 2.34 .61 .69 .82 1.00 .59
Table 3a. Power under unequal skewed distribution simulated with 10000 iterations. 
Distribution of the two population under comparison, x and y, were presented under the 
column “x” and “y”. Negative sign on the distribution indicate that the variable was 
multiplied by -1. Population y was shifted positively by constants listed in column “shift”. 
x y Shift WDT WT TT MWW MOM
-LN(0,1) SN(0,1-10) .27 .641 .782 .692 .823 .493
-LN(0,1) SN(0,1,-2) .20 .652 .781 .632 .767 .422
-LN(0,1) SN(0,1,0) -.46 .594 .742 .531 .677 .323
-LN(0,1) SN(0,1,2) -1.23 .644 .779 .525 .669 .295
-LN(0,1) SN(0,1,10) -1.32 .638 .797 .462 .625 .230
-LN(0,1) LN(0,1) -1.77 .572 .763 .319 .465 .082
SN(0,1,-10) -LN(0,1) 1.98 .695 .687 .929 .969 .920
SN(0,1,-10) SN(0,1,-2) .38 .535 .594 .479 .588 .378
SN(0,1,-10) SN(0,1,0) -.21 .492 .581 .430 .535 .339
SN(0,1,-10) SN(0,1,2) -1.04 .485 .592 .347 .459 .243
SN(0,1,-10) SN(0,1,10) -1.16 .444 .587 .244 .386 .154
SN(0,1,-10) LN(0,1) -1.32 .646 .799 .470 .630 .234
SN(0,1,-2) -LN(0,1) 2.07 .711 .689 .939 .969 .927
SN(0,1,-2) SN(0,1,-10) .54 .539 .584 .579 .606 .517
SN(0,1,-2) SN(0,1,0) -.10 .513 .582 .491 .551 .418
SN(0,1,-2) SN(0,1,2) -.93 .506 .585 .425 .493 .326
SN(0,1,-2) SN(0,1,10) -1.04 .476 .586 .343 .451 .235
SN(0,1,-2) LN(0,1) -1.23 .646 .780 .530 .672 .290
SN(0,1,0) -LN(0,1) 2.84 .722 .680 .935 .955 .931
SN(0,1,0) SN(0,1,-10) 1.37 .528 .560 .609 .583 .558
SN(0,1,0) SN(0,1,-2) 1.32 .532 .583 .563 .580 .519
SN(0,1,0) SN(0,1,2) -.10 .531 .586 .502 .577 .442
SN(0,1,0) SN(0,1,10) -.21 .532 .617 .443 .574 .361
SN(0,1,0) LN(0,1) -.46 .582 .725 .518 .670 .309
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Table 3b. Power ratio between MWW test and other tests simulated with 10000 iterations. 
Distribution of the two population under comparison, x and y, were presented under the 
column “x” and “y”. Negative sign on the distribution indicate that the variable was 
multiplied by -1. 
x y Shift WDT WT TT MWW MOM
-LN(0,1) SN(0,1-10) .27 .780 .951 .841 1.000 .599
-LN(0,1) SN(0,1,-2) .20 .849 1.018 .824 1.000 .550
-LN(0,1) SN(0,1,0) -.46 .878 1.096 .785 1.000 .477
-LN(0,1) SN(0,1,2) -1.23 .962 1.164 .785 1.000 .442
-LN(0,1) SN(0,1,10) -1.32 1.021 1.275 .740 1.000 .367
-LN(0,1) LN(0,1) -1.77 1.230 1.641 .686 1.000 .176
SN(0,1,-
10) -LN(0,1) 1.98 .718 .710 .959 1.000 .950
SN(0,1,-
10) SN(0,1,-2) .38 .910 1.011 .816 1.000 .642
SN(0,1,-
10) SN(0,1,0) -.21 .919 1.085 .803 1.000 .632
SN(0,1,-
10) SN(0,1,2) -1.04 1.055 1.289 .756 1.000 .528
SN(0,1,-
10) SN(0,1,10) -1.16 1.149 1.520 .631 1.000 .399
SN(0,1,-
10) LN(0,1) -1.32 1.025 1.267 .745 1.000 .371
SN(0,1,-2) -LN(0,1) 2.07 .734 .711 .969 1.000 .957
SN(0,1,-2) SN(0,1,-10) .54 .889 .963 .956 1.000 .853
SN(0,1,-2) SN(0,1,0) -.10 .931 1.056 .891 1.000 .758
SN(0,1,-2) SN(0,1,2) -.93 1.026 1.188 .862 1.000 .662
SN(0,1,-2) SN(0,1,10) -1.04 1.055 1.299 .759 1.000 .521
SN(0,1,-2) LN(0,1) -1.23 .962 1.162 .789 1.000 .431
SN(0,1,0) -LN(0,1) 2.84 .756 .713 .979 1.000 .975
SN(0,1,0) SN(0,1,-10) 1.37 .906 .961 1.045 1.000 .957
SN(0,1,0) SN(0,1,-2) 1.32 .918 1.006 .971 1.000 .895
SN(0,1,0) SN(0,1,2) -.10 .920 1.016 .870 1.000 .766
SN(0,1,0) SN(0,1,10) -.21 .927 1.075 .772 1.000 .629
SN(0,1,0) LN(0,1) -.46 .869 1.082 .773 1.000 .461
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